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Abstract

The FAIR principles have drawn a lot of attention since their publication in 2016. A broad range of
stakeholders is confronting the implementation of these guiding principles in diverse contexts. This paper
identifies and discusses the tools and approaches emerging from stakeholders’ experiences adopting the
FAIR principles in practice. In particular, 225 open access grey literature papers (namely, deliverables,
milestones and data management plans) on FAIRification have been scrutinised to infer tools and
approaches in use. The wealth of emerging tools (477) has been carefully analysed and organised into
a comprehensive map highlighting the significant classes of instruments supporting FAIRification. A
critical discussion on this collection of tools and approaches and the FAIRification completes the paper.
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1. Introduction
FAIR principles [1] have been introduced as an essential guide for data producers and publishers
in implementing good data management supporting manual and automated deposition, exploration, sharing, and reusing data. In this context, ‘data’ also refers to all scholarly digital research
objects, e.g. algorithms, tools, and workflows leading to a research result, and ‘metadata’ play
a key role. The Digital Library community has a long lasting experience on topics related
to FAIRness, e.g. on metadata quality [2]. The initial FAIR principles have been revamped to
match better the peculiarity of software [3, 4] and computational workflows [5]. Applying
these principles to a significant part of the outputs of the research process is meant to ensure
transparency, reproducibility, and reusability.
The need for FAIR data management is widely recognised, and there is a lot of discussion on
the identification of actions required to make it the standard practice in science. Some are already
in place at a different level of spreading and practice. For example, many funders demand their
projects to produce data management plans according to these principles. Tools are emerging
that measure the repositories’ ability to comply with these principles, and services publicly
describe their level of fairness as a measure of quality. These concrete activities are based on
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their interpretation of the FAIR objectives and principles to a greater or lesser implementation
extent.
Indeed, FAIR principles have been introduced to guide approaches for improving the findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability of digital resources [6]. A few years after
publishing these principles, due to the growing of meanings associated with them, the need
has emerged to clarify what FAIR is not. In the literature and the different presentations on the
subject, it is now explained, for example, that “FAIR is not a standard . . . FAIR is not equal to
RDF, Linked Data, or the Semantic Web . . . FAIR is not just about humans being able to find,
access, reformat and finally reuse data . . . FAIR is not equal to Open . . . FAIR is not a Life Science
hobby” [7]. All in all, communities are called to implement “their own” solution for responding
to the FAIR principles. This degree of freedom has led to a proliferation of approaches and
technologies around the FAIRification process, i.e. the process of making digital resources FAIR.
Although generic workflows governing it have been defined [8], there are no supporting means
for communities in identifying suitable technologies and approaches that can be leveraged to
respond to community-specific FAIRification needs.
This paper introduces and discusses a taxonomy of tools and approaches exploited in concrete
FAIRification activities by analysing a corpus of recently published 225 open access grey literature (namely, data management plans, deliverables, and milestones), leading to the identification
of 477 tools. The identified tools are different and support various FAIRification process phases.
The produced taxonomy is intended to be a tool itself, supporting communities involved in
FAIRification tasks by suggesting common approaches and technologies successfully used by
others and gaps be filled by new ones. The paper also critically discusses the current state of
the art emerging from such a study, identifying steps still needed to spread the FAIR approach.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology underlying this study.
Section 3 classifies and describes the approaches and methods for FAIRification exploited by
diverse projects and initiatives. Section 4 critically discusses the findings emerging from the
investigation. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Methodology
A systematic mapping study approach [9] has been exploited to achieve the study’s goals. In
particular, the study is implemented by a structured process where existing literature relevant
to the research topic is identified, categorised, and analysed.
Like any systematic mapping study, the first step consisted in identifying the literature
of interest. In particular, the study focused on grey literature. FAIRification is a practical
process often documented by Technical Reports, Project Deliverables or Data Management
Plans. Moreover, it was decided to leverage OpenAIRE contents to identify the literature of
interest because FAIRification is a duty of research projects funded by the European Commission
and other funding bodies. These projects are called to make their deliverables available via
OpenAIRE. This decision also allows the collection of software artefacts somehow correlated to
FAIRification processes.
To identify the literature of interest, we started with the most straightforward query and
searched for the terms ‘FAIR’ and ‘FAIRification’ and focused on publications having type
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‘Report’, ‘Project Deliverable’, and ‘Project Milestone’. The term ‘FAIR’ brings in a lot on “false
positive”; thus, we excluded terms like ‘trade’, ‘value’, ‘play’, ‘treatment’, ‘price’, ‘indivisibility’,
‘division’, ‘africa’, ‘tax’, ‘equality’, ‘trial’, ‘admission’, ‘agreement’, ‘payment’. We also restrict
the time range of the results to the period 2016-2021 because FAIR principles were officially
published in 2016. This process resulted in 487 publications.
To improve the recall and the precision of the search, we contacted OpenAIRE colleagues
to be provided with the complete list of keywords and subjects accompanying the selected
publications. After revising this list of keywords, we asked for the papers annotated with the
chosen keywords. Compared with the previous ones, the results of this “snowballing” allowed
us to enrich the initial corpus. The number of identified publications becomes 567 plus 389
software entries explicitly annotated with the selected keywords and subjects.
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Figure 1: Papers in the corpus by publication year

The resulting corpus of grey literature and software is documented by a file accompanying
this paper [10].
Not knowing the extent of the references to tools employed for achieving the FAIRness
of resources in the identified corpus, whose dates range from 2021 to 2016, we decided to
conduct the analysis backwards, starting from the documents published in 2021 until obtaining
a significant set of entries that would allow us to build and test a taxonomy of tools.
The sample on which the taxonomy is based consists of 477 unique elements, further reduced
to 277 items of immediate interest to the analysis. The difference between the number of
items collected and the elements considered valid for the study depended on the willingness to
consider tools usually cited in different contexts, as well as the inclusion of elements currently
not accessible, not identifiable by their name or acronym, removed or simply with descriptions
that did not allow us to assess the relevance of their functions concerning the FAIR principles.

3. Analysis
The analysis is based on the manual scrutiny of a refined and final corpus consisting of 225
publications published between 2020 and 20211 , and 95 software entries, which produced a
list of 477 items among tools and services related to the FAIRification process of (meta)data,
software and workflows.
The entries were initially organised using the self-assessed information characterising the
resources declared by the resource owner, if any. In particular: (i) the tool or service category;
(ii) the reference to the FAIR guiding principle the tool or service responds to by using the
corresponding identifier of the FAIR principle; (iii) the domain in which the tool or service
is used; (iv) the FAIRness scope of the tool or service, differentiating among (meta)data [1],
software [3, 4], and workflows [5].
Because of the heterogeneity of the results obtained, it became necessary to create an initial classification for normalising the tool/service categories, which became the basis for the
development of the taxonomy. As for the normalisation of the declared domains, the Frascati
framework is used [11] (see Figure 2 for the actual domain distribution of the tools and services
deemed valid for creating the taxonomy).
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Figure 2: Domain distribution of tools and services

3.1. Initial FAIR principle-based categories
Each FAIR principle was analysed from the point of view of the class of tools and services
required for its implementation (see Table 1 below). The discussions and clarifications given in
[6] were taken into account.
Eight of the fifteen FAIR principles (namely, F1, F2, F3, F4, I1, R1.1, R1.2, and R1.3) led us to
create five candidate classes: (i) GUPRI creation and management service; (ii) Metadata helper;
(iii) Indexing and discovery service; (iv) Licence helper; (v) Converter. To the first five FAIR
principles-driven classes, we added (vi) Assessment tool to include the tools and services used to
assess a resource’s overall FAIRness and, consequently, interesting all FAIR recommendations
1

We observed that publications preceding it were mainly referring to either tools already referred by publications
in the corpus or tools no longer existing or superseded by new ones.

Table 1
FAIR principles and corresponding initial categories of tools and services
FAIR Principle

Tool/service category

F1: (Meta) data are assigned globally unique and persistent identifiers
F2: Data are described with rich metadata
F3: Metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the data
they describe
F4: (Meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource
A1: (Meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a standardised
communication protocol
A1.1: The protocol is open, free and universally implementable
A1.2: The protocol allows for an authentication and authorisation
where necessary
A2: Metadata should be accessible even when the data is no longer
available
I1: (Meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable
language for knowledge representation
I2: (Meta)data use vocabularies that follow the FAIR principles
I3: (Meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data
R1: (Meta)data are richly described with a plurality of accurate and
relevant attributes
R1.1: (Meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data usage
licence
R1.2: (Meta)data are associated with detailed provenance
R1.3: (Meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards

GUPRI helper
Metadata helper
Metadata helper
Indexing & discovery service

Metadata helper, Converter

Metadata helper

Licence helper
Metadata helper
Metadata helper, Converter

Table 2
Initial main categories of tool and services
Tool/service main category

FAIR Principle reference

GUPRI helper
Metadata helper
Indexing and discovery service
Metadata helper
Converter
Licence helper
Metadata helper
Converter
Assessment tool

F1
F2, F3
F4
I1, I3
R1.1
R1.2
R1.3
FAIR

(see Table 2). The following sections present the resulting taxonomy and describe the identified
classes.

Figure 3: Taxonomy of FAIR tools

3.2. Taxonomy of FAIR tools
By analysing and integrating the 477 tool and service entries obtained through the scrutiny of
the grey literature, we have created a taxonomy of FAIR tools structured in seven main classes:
(i) GUPRI helper; (ii) Metadata helper; (iii) Indexing and discovery service; (iv) Converter; (v)
Licence helper; (vi) Assessment tool; (vii) DMP tool.
The seventh category, DMP tool, was added at a later stage (i.e. during the analysis of the
collected items) to accommodate the tools that allow the creation of data management plans.
Although debatable, this decision was taken because, despite these tools not directly impact on
the FAIRness of a resource, they nevertheless provide a coherent reference framework for its
management and consequently the possibility of its adherence to the FAIR guidelines.
The seven main classes are generally disjoined except for Metadata helper and Converter,
since there are tools that fall under the first category that also include a converter function, i.e.
a metadata helper can also be a converter, although this functionality is not its focal role.
Figure 3 also associates the categories of tools with the FAIR principles they contribute to.
3.2.1. GUPRI helper
Globally unique, persistent and machine-resolvable identifiers (GUPRI) are the primary elements
to be set for both data and metadata being suggested by the F1 principle. Every FAIRness activity
is called to use tools and approaches helping to generate unambiguous identifiers that will
continue to work even when the “asset” target of the FAIRification activity is going to disappear,
thus becoming no longer available. Because of this role, services and technologies for GUPRI
should guarantee the long term availability of the identifiers assigned to the FAIRified assets.
The need to have identifiers with specific characteristics was discussed in previous works
[12, 13, 14]. In particular, these earlier works highlighted how web-based identifiers were with
us well before the FAIR advent and that their core role and efficacy is guaranteed only under
some settings (namely, the sustainability and governance of the specific system).

This category consists of 33 instances divided between (i) GUPRI creation and management
service (32 entries); and (ii) GUPRI finder (1 entry). The first category includes the providers
offering GUPRI registration services, with Handle system implementations (e.g. DOI, ePIC,
EUDAT B2HANDLE) and Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID) being the most cited.
The latter consist of the services that offer a registry providing indexing and search capabilities
for finding a GUPRI-related provider, with PID Services Registry [15] being its only instance.
The Handle System [16] is a proprietary registry of the Corporation for National Research
Initiatives (CNRI) administered by the DONA Foundation, providing a resolution system upon
which single Handle.Net software instances are built. The DOI System [17], developed and
maintained by the International DOI Foundation, is the most cited implementation of the Handle
system and among GUPRIs in the corpus. It ensures the persistence of the handles through a
federation of registration agencies, among which the most cited in the documents are Crossref
[18] and DataCite [19], mainly via Zenodo.
3.2.2. Metadata helper
While, ontologically speaking, the existence of a GUPRI is enough to assert that something
unique exists and being resolvable it also allows to locate it, metadata enables to find and
identify the associated resource by filtering among similar resources through the accumulation
of characteristics.
Metadata helpers allow defining the metadata accompanying a resource or altering already
existing ones, both manually or automatically, whether they are embedded or stored as a
separate file. They also allow the identification of possible metadata directly from the resource
to enrich its description, to suggest the appropriate value for a metadata field or check the
conformance of the existing metadata against a standard.
Based on the 65 tools and services we found in the grey literature and on the functions above,
we distinguish metadata helpers among five subclasses, namely (i) Metadata editor (38 entries);
(ii) Metadata extractor (6 entries); (iii) Metadata tracker (13 entries); (iv) Metadata validator (7
entries); and (v) Metadata assistant (1 entry).
Following the FAIR principles order, at the most basic level the metadata editors allow
uncontrolled user input, enabling F2, F3 and R1.2, but they can include functions to enable I1, I3
and/or R1.3 by referring to knowledge representation languages and community standards and
by validating and/or suggesting the input. They can also include functions to convert between
knowledge representation languages, metadata schemas or file formats, thus also pertaining to
the converter category. OpenRefine [20], for example, can be seen as a metadata editor, allowing
to simply alter a description template or, by using an RDF (Resource Description Framework)
extension, as a metadata converter since it enables its user to export the structured data to RDF.
The metadata editor category is quite heterogeneous since it encompasses tools from spreadsheets template generators (like the SIOS Excel template generator [21] for creating Darwin
Core compliant descriptions) to mapping tools (like the CIDOC CRM-oriented FORTH-ICS
Mapping Memory Manager (3M) [22], which uses the 3M Editor for assisting in the creation
of the mappings, suggesting and validating the user input). Moreover, it is not uncommon for
metadata editors to offer an integrated validation tool for checking the compliance of the output
to a metadata schema, and generally for metadata helpers to share functions. For these reasons,

the subclasses of the metadata helpers are usually not disjoint; their instances are classified on
a prime function basis.
Metadata extractor encompasses the tools that enable parsing, identification and extraction of
metadata, ranging from general-purpose extractors like Apache Tika [23] to metadata specific
ones, like Nanopub JupyterLab Extension [24], which helps to extract Nanopublications from a
python notebook.
The metadata tracker category is strictly linked with the R1.2 principle since it consists of tools
that allow metadata collection in concomitance with the data workflow, including information
on data acquisition, generation and processing. While the functionalities of these tools may
vary, all of them share the capability of enabling an environment that fosters traceability and
reproducibility at least at some point during the data lifecycle. The category includes nbcomet
[25], which is a Jupyter notebook extension that regularly saves snapshots and logs every
action performed in the notebook, but also workflow managers like Taverna [26] and data
management systems like openBIS (open Biology Information System) [27], that automates
(meta)data ingestion while providing data provenance tracking and which is designed to be
integrated with workflow managers.
Metadata validators check the conformance of a resource to a metadata standard, contributing
to the enablement of the I1 and R1.3 principles. This category encompasses single-standard
oriented validators, for instance (a) the METS Validator [28] provided by the Finnish Digital
Preservation Service for Research Data, that checks a METS file against the national digital
preservation specification, or (b) the CF (Climate and Forecasts) Checker [29], that validates a
netCDF file against the CF metadata conventions, and multi-format checkers like OCTOPUS
[30], which validates against the SeaDataNet ODV, netCDF and MedAtlas standards. The latter
is also an example of a multifunctional tool, combining a validator, a converter from and to
SeaDataNet standards, an editor for splitting a SeaDataNet file and an extractor.
The last subclass of the metadata helper category is metadata assistant. This category
includes tools that help insert metadata based on controlled vocabularies, contributing to the
standardisation of the descriptions produced and, consequently, the fulfilment of the R1.3
principle. While some metadata editors include an auto-completion feature, the only instance
found in the examined literature that is dedicated to this task is CEDAR OnDemand [31], a
browser extension that helps standardise repository descriptions by recognising the input fields
and suggesting the relevant terms from NCBO (National Center for Biomedical Ontology)
BioPortal vocabularies.
3.2.3. Indexing and discovery service
The Indexing and Discovery service category is by far the most populated category in the
taxonomy, consisting of 123 entries distributed in three subclasses; (i) Registry (54 entries); (ii)
Repository (67 entries); and (iii) Indexing and discovery service finder (4 entries). It includes all
services and tools used for indexing metadata, for discovering the related resources, ultimately
enabling the F4 principle and covering the whole accessibility, as well as those that allow the
indexing and discovery of the services themselves (e.g. re3data [32] enabling data repositories
discovery). These tools are characterised by the modalities of access to the resources they
provide and the type of resources managed.

By modality of access, it is possible to distinguish between repositories (e.g. Zenodo [33]
or FigShare [34]), which store, index and allow the discovery of resources, and registries (e.g.
BARTOC.org [35] or bio.tools [36]), which index metadata and allow the discovery of resources
from different repositories. Registries do not store resources on their own rather, they refer
to the specific repositories for access and ultimately constitute a catalogue consisting of the
metadata describing the resources.
The distinction between repositories and registries become blurred when referring to semantic
artefacts [37]. In this case, the metadata registry and metadata repository categories tend to
overlap since metadata schemas can be stored in a database by registering the element sets and
their constituting elements. Still, it was adopted as a distinguishing characteristic of a semantic
artefact repository the access to single elements of a semantic artefact. Based on this distinction,
the above-mentioned BARTOC.org (Basic Register of Thesauri, Ontologies & Classifications) is
considered a registry for semantic artefacts. At the same time, the NERC Vocabulary Server
(NVS) [38] is categorised as a semantic artefact repository.
The analysis showed that there are four types of resources managed by indexing and discovery
services, namely (i) data, (ii) semantic artefacts, defined as “machine-actionable and -readable
formalisation of a conceptualisation, enabling sharing and reuse by humans and machines”
[37] (e.g. thesauri, ontologies), (iii) software, and (iv) workflows. It is possible to specialise the
repository and registry classes further to highlight the types of resources they focus on, although
catch-all ones exist. WorkflowHub [39] is an example of a registry dedicated to computational
workflows, while GitHub [40] is a representative case of a software repository.
Zenodo is, without any doubt, the most cited repository solution in the corpus. It is an
example of a catch-all repository accepting all of the mentioned types of resources. By assigning
a DOI to every registered resource, it is also used as a FAIRifying solution in combination with
other services like GitHub, which does not reserve a GUPRI for the deposited code, or ARGOS
[41], that uses Zenodo for publishing DMPs.
3.2.4. Converter
The converter category includes the tools and services that convert data or metadata between
models and formats, enabling the transition to community-adopted standards and the combination of resources across different domains and organisations. This class of tools is linked to the
I1 and R1.3 principles.
It consists of 39 tools that, following the distinction between (meta)data formats and data
models, are arranged in two subclasses: (i) data converter (26 entries), transforming data between
file formats, enabling R1.3, and (ii) metadata converter (13 entries), that enables I1 and/or R1.3
principles by allowing the transformation to and between knowledge representation languages.
Elements of the first subclass are ImageMagick, which among its functions allows converting
images from and to a multitude of formats, and Tabula [42], which transforms data rows in a
textual PDF file into a CSV.
Examples of the second subclass are OpenRefine and the similar excel2rdf [43]. The latter
tool allows the conversion of an Excel-based vocabulary to a SKOS RDF one, and between
metadata formats, like CMD2DC [44], which transforms the CMD resource descriptions used
by the CLARIN’s Component Metadata Infrastructure (CMDI) to Dublin Core.

3.2.5. Licence helper
This category, consisting of 4 entries, includes the tools that help choose a licence for a resource
by answering a questionnaire, , facilitating the R1.1 principle. The questionnaire can be more or
less detailed, depending on the number of licences taken into consideration, including the type
of resource, actual ownership, identification, use and distribution requirements, and providing
in some instances the possibility to obtain a machine-readable version of it. For example, the
Creative Commons’ License Chooser [45] lets users select the most appropriate licence among
the six Creative Commons licence types. In contrast, the EUDAT B2SHARE license selector
[46] allows users to choose among twenty-two different licences, also distinguishing between
software and data-oriented licences. Both produce a machine-readable version of the chosen
licence, the first in XMP format, the latter in JSON.
3.2.6. Assessment tool
The assessment of the FAIRness of a resource is not strictly a FAIRifying function per se. It does
not contribute to implementing any of the fifteen guiding lines. However, assessment tools
allow the uptake of the FAIR principles by validating the overall conformity of a resource to a
set of criteria or metrics.
Based on the clarity, granularity and measurability of the implemented metrics, and ultimately
on their machine-actionability, the evaluation process can be automated or manual. In both
cases, it consists in following a questionnaire-like approach. For automated tools, the objectivity
of the evaluation criteria allows effective feedback on the resource FAIRness. For manual tools,
being a self-assessment, it is more a matter of encouraging the data curators’ awareness of the
FAIR principles.
Tools and services in this category are consequently cross-principles and specialised into (i)
Automated assessment tool (4 entries), when the machine-accessible metadata of the resource
is automatically compared with predefined metrics following the submission of the GUPRIs
identifying the resources; (ii) Manual assessment tool (7 entries), if the FAIRness score of a
resource is based on manually filling in a questionnaire; and ( (iii) Assessment tool finder (1
entry), encompassing the services dedicated to the discovery of assessment tools.
F-UJI and FAIR-Aware [47] respectively exemplify well the first two categories. Developed
by FAIRsFAIR and based on fifteen core metrics that, being aligned with the FAIR principles
and the CoreTrustSeal requirements, systematically measure the extent to which research data
objects are FAIR. F-UJI is an automated assessment tool that evaluates the FAIRness of datasets
against the FAIRsFAIR Data Object Assessment Metrics, according to the aggregated resource
metadata, through GUPRI creation and management services and repository indexing and
discovery services. FAIR-Aware helps researchers understand how to increase the FAIRness of
a dataset before depositing it in a repository by a ten-step questionnaire.
Finally, the assessment tool finder category encompasses the indexing and discovery services
dedicated to the FAIR assessment tool, with FAIRassist [48] (developed as a component of
FAIRsharing [49]) as the only FAIR assessment tool registry found in the examined corpus.

3.2.7. DMP tool
As previously mentioned, the inclusion in the presented taxonomy of a DMP tool category
may be questionable since its services do not act directly on the resources. However, we
decided to incorporate it because, by creating a reference for the resource lifecycle management,
establishing how the resources have to be stored, curated, shared and preserved, these tools
affect the FAIRness of a resource, particularly its reusability [50, 51].
This class includes eight services that noticeably share the same main function of providing step-by-step guidance in creating a data management plan by filling in annotated forms.
Still, they may vary appreciably in additional functions, for instance by supporting machine
actionability, allowing to simultaneously collaborate to the realisation of the DMP, offering
customisable templates or providing a platform to share them. For example, the ARGOS tool
developed by OpenAIRE and based on OpenDMP allows the collaborative creation of a machineactionable DMP by supporting its versioning, the assignment of a licence and a DOI (through
Zenodo) and its publishing.
They can also vary in domain coverage like the ARIADNEplus DMP Researcher Template for
Archaeological Datasets that is manifestly domain-specific.

4. Discussion
The analysis conducted in this study highlights how FAIRness approaches are envisaged and
implemented in recent projects and initiatives. Although it is not possible to claim that the
conducted research is exhaustive of the topic of FAIRness, the implemented methodology
guarantees high coverage concerning FAIRness initiatives and related tools.
The problem addressed by the study is intrinsically complex because interpretations of FAIR
principles and solutions often depend on settings characterising the application context.
A deeper analysis would need to complement the knowledge obtained from the selected
documents with details collected “in the field” on how the various communities have practically
decided to organise themselves to implement the FAIR principles.
The “interpretability” of the FAIR principles [6] introduces vagueness making it challenging
to compare diverse experiences and uses of the tools.
The continuous evolution represents another element to be taken into account. Communities’
plans and approaches might be rethought to meet better FAIR principles and expectations
resulting from early attempts to make data (more generally, resources) FAIR and to exploit
released data. As a consequence of these evolutions, new tools may emerge.
The nature and heterogeneity of the examined material made it possible to observe trends
that would otherwise be difficult to appreciate.
There is a tendency to include concepts that are not strictly pertinent to the FAIR principles,
although related. For example, accessibility often overlaps with open accessibility, a concept
related to open access that does not find a direct acknowledgement in the FAIRness since FAIR
data does not mean open data [7]. Open accessibility is linked more to the licences associated
with the resources, hence to reusability, than to accessibility itself, which is defined without
mentioning open access. Similarly, it is likely to see the concept of reusability intuitively

associated with preservation, pursued by depositing the resources into a repository, even if the
latter is not mentioned in the definition of reuse given by the principles.
Privileging certain elements of FAIRness over others is another clear trend. For instance, in
the case of reuse point R1.1, and therefore the aspect related to the licence, it is mentioned while
neglecting the others.
It is also possible to see unexpected tools mentioned in a FAIRness context, e.g. tools linked to
collaboration or dissemination, including content management systems, wikis, infrastructures
and journals.
By not specifying implementations, the fifteen points in which the guidelines are articulated
remain substantially open to interpretation [52] from which this study is no exception. The
categories in which the taxonomy is structured result from an analysis of the FAIR principles,
which led us to create an equivalence relation between the tool functions and the fifteen
guidelines.
While the F2 principle states that the concept of rich metadata is defined in R1, thus creating
a direct link between findability and reusability, our interpretation of the F2 principle limits the
“rich metadata” only to those that allow to find a resource and to distinguish it from similar ones.
In fact, it is arguable that metadata enabling findability should be a subset of those contributing
to the reusability of a resource and as such the minimum requirements for its description, that
should be defined on a community basis. This view is based on a vision of the FAIR principles
as incremental tasks mainly build upon the metadata associated with the resources. Therefore,
the F2-related tools and services are not always associated also with reusability.
Similarly, the distinction between tools enabling I1 and those that foster R1.3 is founded
on the difference between knowledge representation languages, including their serialisations,
and metadata formats. Following this rationale, a tool enabling machine-actionability, without
specifying the metadata standard used, is considered just I1-related.
Moreover, some principles are just cited as a general reference, as in the case of accessibility,
or are not associated with any tool, such as I2. That is because accessibility depends directly on
F1 and on the protocols and policies implemented by registries and repositories rather than a
category of tools, while I2 introduces a recursive element among the principles without creating
the need for additional categories.
An interesting point highlighted by this study, albeit not unexpected given the number of
different implementation contexts and the inherent complexity of the matter, is the lack of
unique solutions for ensuring the FAIRness of resources. Even the most integrated solutions
found in the corpus (for example, Fairdata.fi [53], which is a nationwide solution promoted
by the Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture providing services for storing, describing,
indexing, searching and publishing research data) can not cover all of the specific needs arising
from the different resource types and scientific workflows.
The need to support the sharing of FAIRness implementation experiences and solutions is
actual, and concrete approaches are needed, as demonstrated in [52, 54]. The FAIR Convergence
Matrix [52] is a collaborative online resource aiming at creating machine-actionable descriptions
of FAIR implementation choices made by different domain communities. The concept of FAIR
Implementation Profile [54] aims at capturing by a FAIR object itself the comprehensive set of
implementation choices made at the discretion of individual communities of practice. These
tools are envisaged to be used to track the evolving landscape of FAIR implementations and

inform about them.

5. Conclusion and Prospects
Several initiatives are promoting the FAIRification of science assets to improve their findability,
accessibility, interoperability and reusability for both humans and machines. Communities
responsible for these assets are implementing diverse strategies and approaches to respond to
the FAIR guiding principles.
This paper reported the result of a systematic collection and analysis of the tools developed
and exploited by scientific communities in their FAIRification activities. A taxonomy organising
the various tools into seven major classes is introduced and discussed. This taxonomy is a
helpful instrument for understanding the state of the art regarding FAIRification activities,
supporting communities of practice confronting with FAIRification activities and helping to
develop innovative solutions and strategies improving and filling existing gaps in supporting
FAIRification processes.
To further develop the taxonomy, it is planned to systematically assess its efficacy in concrete
settings by establishing a dialogue with communities of practice and initiatives engaged in
FAIRness activities and systematically analysing the FAIRness approaches documented by FAIR
Implementation Profiles [54].
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